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Abstract

In plant breeding trials the mean phenotypic responses of two experimen-
tal genotypes are often close; and which genotype appears to perform
better depends on the specific environments that are observed. When
only one of the genotypes must be selected, the conclusion drawn by com-
paring means across any set of observed environments may differ from
the conclusion that would be drawn if all target environments could have
been observed, in which case the wrong selection may be made. This
paper proposes a new method of comparing genotypes that aims to select
the genotype that is more likely to perform better across a set of environ-
ments, rather than the one that has the better mean. The implementation
uses bootstrap resampling to estimate the probability that one genotype
outperforms another in a set of observed environments, and by doing so
accounts for the uncertainty caused by observing limited environments.
The results show that due to the different genetic-by-environment (G×E)
interaction effects, the genotype that is more likely to be better is some-
times different than the one with the better mean and the probabilistic
comparison accounts for both the mean and the interaction effects.

Keywords: Selection Methodology, Genotype-Environment Interactions,
Probability Estimates, Bootstrapping
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1 Introduction

Selecting the genotype that performs best across a set of target environments is
a long-standing problem in plant breeding for which many statistical methods
are available [1]. This problem has traditionally been addressed by estimating
the mean performance of each genotype and comparing their relative perfor-
mance [2–9]. However, it is also well known that mean performance, which can
be thought of as the main genetic effect of the genotype, or G effect, can be
misleading because of the importance of the interaction between genetics and
environment, or G×E effects. Thus, the mean information is always comple-
mented in practice with at least one measure of stability or adaptability, which
account for some part of the G×E structure [10–13]. Measures that combine
the mean and stability have been in popular use for decades [14].

We propose a novel method that shifts the focus from an inherently mean-
based comparison to selecting genotypes based on the probability of performing

best across target environments. We argue that selecting the genotype that is
more likely to perform better in a set of environments combines mean infor-
mation with an account of the entire G×E structure, that is, both aspects
of stability and adaptability and the distribution of the quality of the target
environments.

The first issue is to determine which probabilities must be estimated. To
that end we note that while a plant breeder may ultimately look at a ranking
for a set of genotypes, at its core the selection process comes down to mak-
ing pairwise comparisons between genotypes [7]. Thus, if we can estimate the
pairwise probabilities of one genotype being better than another across a set
of target environments, those comparisons can be converted into a ranking of
all the experimental genotypes. Given that we consider pairwise comparisons,
it is natural to ask when the probabilistic pairwise comparisons will result in a
different outcome than a simple pairwise comparison of means? To obtain some
insights into those differences, we start by presenting a simplified motivating
example.

Suppose we have two experimental cultivars of some crop, Cultivar 1 and
Cultivar 2, that could be planted in five environments: E1, E2, E3, E4, E5;
and the phenotype of interest is yield measured in bushels per acre. These five
environments represent the entire universe of possible environments (locations
and years). The yield of Cultivar 1 is 73.0, 51.0, 61.0, 48.0, and 55.0 in the five
environments, respectively; and the yield of Cultivar 2 is 63.5, 53.5, 59.5, 50.5,
and 56.5 in the five environments, respectively. By calculating the average we
observe that Cultivar 1 has the better mean across all possible environments,
or 57.6 versus 57.1. Cultivar 1 also has the better average rank (1.4 versus 1.6)
since it is has higher yield in more environments. However, a crop will never be
planted in all possible environments, not even within a single year, so another
quantity of interest would be which variety is more likely to have higher yield
when planted in some fixed number of environments? For example, we select
two out of the five environments at random. There are exactly ten such pairs
and it is easy to verify that Cultivar 1 performs better in only four out of those
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Table 1 The G×E effects for two simulated
cultivars where Cultivar 2 is more stable.

G×E effects E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

Cultivar 1 10 0 4 0 1
Cultivar 2 3 3 3 3 3

ten pairs. Specifically, Cultivar 1 does better in every pair that includes the
highest-yielding environment E1 and Cultivar 2 does better in every pair that
does not include E1. Thus, we can conclude that even though Cultivar 1 has
a higher mean yield it will only have higher yield 40% of the time if the two
cultivars are planted in two randomly selected environments.

We argue that this small-scale example mirrors what happens in real situa-
tions, where there is a large set of potential target environments and each year
a crop is only planted in a very small subset of all possible environments. This
example therefore motivates the main idea of this paper, which is to propose
probabilistic comparison as an alternative to mean-based comparison.

A couple of important observations need to be made about the motivating
example. First, this scenario would not happen if the cultivars had the same
G×E structure. The yield in this example is calculated according to yij =
50+ gi + ej + hij , where gi ∈ {3, 2.5} is the genetic effect of the two cultivars,
ej ∈ {10,−2, 4,−5, 1} are the environmental effects and the G×E interaction

(hij) is given in Table 1. We note that
∑5

j=1
h1j =

∑5

j=1
h2j = 15 (row sums

in the table), and on the average the interaction is therefore the same; but
whereas Cultivar 2 is very stable, Cultivar 1 is able to double the environmental
effect of good environments but is neutral in poor environments. Cultivar 1 is
precisely the type of variety that we expect to appear better with respect to
mean performance versus a probabilistic approach.

Second, if the difference in main genetic effect is sufficiently large then the
mean-based and probabilistic approach will always reach the same conclusion.
For example, if g1 = 3 and g2 = 2.4 but everything else stays the same,
that is, the difference in mean increases from 0.5 to 0.6 bushels/acre, it is
easy to verify that Cultivar 1 will be selected 50% of the time based on two
random environments. And if g2 = 1.9 then Cultivar 1 will be selected 70% of
the time. Thus, the proposed probabilistic approach is primarily relevant for
comparisons where the difference in genotype effects is relatively small; but
we argue that those are also the comparisons that are the most important to
plant breeders in practice.

The observation made above regarding differences in G×E structure sug-
gests that there is a relationship between the proposed approach and stability
measures. The connection between the new method and specific stability mea-
sures will not be explored in detail in this paper, but it should be pointed
out that no stability measure could completely replace the probability-based
approach. Just like the mean phenotype is a summary statistic of the probabil-
ity distribution of phenotype across environments, stability measures provide
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another complementary summary statistic. While considering two or more such
summary statistics is certainly preferable to a single statistic, no summary
statistics can completely replace considering the whole probability distribu-
tion. In fact, in some sense the probabilistic approach accounts for the entire

G×E structure in whatever is selected as the target environments, rather thus
the mean and some measure(s) of stability.

2 Method for Probabilistic Comparison

The goal is to understand the performance of n genotypes in m target envi-
ronments (locations and years). Let yij denote the phenotype of genotype i

in environment j, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. What is tradition-
ally of interest is the mean of each genotype across all environments, denoted
gi =

1

m

∑m

j=1
yij , and may be thought of as representing the genotype effect.

As noted above, what is specifically of interest is comparing two genotypes
i1, i2, which is usually done based on the genotype effect and one approach
would be to try to estimate the mean difference gi1 − gi2 with as much preci-
sion as possible and use this as the basis of a decision. However, in the method
proposed here the analysis is based on the indicator function

I(i1, i2) =

{

1, if gi1 > gi2 ,

0, if gi1 ≤ gi2 .
(1)

In other words, we are only concerned with if one genotype is better than the
other, rather than the magnitude of the difference.

Since it is impossible to observe every possible environments, a plant
breeder observes some small sample A of m0 environments, where m0 ≪ m,
and uses the observed values {yij}, j ∈ A; i = 1, . . . , n, to obtain estimates
ĝi =

1

m0

∑

j∈A yij . From the observed environments A it is straightforward to
obtain a point estimate of the indicator of interest

ÎA(i1, i2) = IA(i1, i2). (2)

This will simply equal either zero or one, depending on the relative performance
of the two genotypes in this set A of environments. Based on this estimate,
a plant breeder might conclude that genotype i1 is better than genotype i2
if Î(i1, i2) = 1. This is equivalent to directly estimating the mean difference
ĝi1 − ĝi2 and making a decision based on this mean. However, as we argued in
the introduction, focusing on the mean can be misleading if the two genotypes
have different G×E structures, in which case it would be more informative to
know the distribution of the indicator function (1) rather than just the mean.

Bootstrapping is a well-known technique that can be used to characterize
the sampling distribution of a statistic using resampling [15]. To character-
ize the distribution of I(i1, i2), we start by generating B bootstrap samples
A1, A2, ..., AB by sampling the set A of environments with replacement.
Due to the G×E interaction effects, the outcome for the indicator (1), which
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indicates which genotype is better, may be different for different samples of
environments; and this results in B estimates of the indicator:

ÎA1
(i1, i2), ÎA2

(i1, i2), ..., ÎAB
(i1, i2). (3)

Thus, instead of a single estimate, we now have B estimates, capturing the
uncertainty due to the set of environments that were observed. Note that
if there were no G×E interaction effects or if they were identical for both
genotypes then ÎAj

(i1, i2) = ÎA(i1, i2), ∀j, that is, the conclusion reach for each
resampled set Aj of environments would be the same as the original observed
environments A.

In practice the magnitude of the G×E interaction effects is usually signifi-
cant and differs for different genotypes. Using the estimates calculated on the
bootstrap samples, the probability of genotype i1 being better than genotype
i2 in a randomly selected set of environments can then be estimated as

P̂ (gi1 > gi2) =
1

B

B
∑

b=1

ÎAb
(i1, i2). (4)

Given these probability estimates, a plant breeder could now conclude that
genotype i1 is better than genotype i2 if P̂ (gi1 > gi2) >

1

2
.

We refer to decisions based on equation (2) as mean-based selection and
decisions based on (4) as probabilistic selection. Thus, decisions are determined
by one of the following sets of genotype pairs, which completely describe which
genotypes should be selected over others:

SMean =
{

(i1, i2) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}2 : IA(i1, i2) = 1
}

, (5)

SProb =
{

(i1, i2) ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}2 : P̂ (gi1 > gi2) >
1

2

}

. (6)

As far as we know, this type of probabilistic selection has not been proposed
before in the plant breeding domain, whereas incorporating the mean-based
selection is standard practice.

An example of the mean-based and probabilistic selection approaches is
illustrated in Fig. 1. In this example the two approaches would reach different
conclusions because while one genotype has a better mean across the observed
locations, this is not true for the majority of the resampled subsets of loca-
tions. The reminder of this paper explores when these two approaches result
in different conclusions, that is, SMean ̸= SProb, and the explanations behind
those differences.

3 Data

To evaluate the proposed method, we utilize two different data. The first data
is simulated and specifically constructed to evaluate the differences between
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Fig. 1 Mean versus probabilistic comparison of two genotypes. Based on direct observations
the first genotype is better, but as it is only better in two out of five resampled environments
the probabilistic comparison favors the second genotype.

the new probabilistic approach and the traditional mean-based approach. The
second data is a previously analyzed rapeseed data that is used to demonstrate
how the method may be applied in practice and how it compares to existing
methods that aim to account for at least some of the G×E interaction effects.

3.1 Simulated Data

To provide insights into if and when probabilistic pairwise comparison differs
from mean-based comparison, we generate simulated data that can be con-
sidered as a generalized version of the motivational example discussed in the
introduction. To generate this data, we assume that the phenotype of inter-
est is plant yield, although any other phenotype could be used, and that yield
follows what might be considered a standard linear model involving genetic
(G), environmental (E), and genetic-by-environment interaction effects (G×E
effects) [1, 10].

ỹij = µ+Gi + Ej +Gi × Ej + ϵij . (7)

As the noise does not provide any insight with respect to the purpose of the
new method (we aim to capture the uncertainty due to selection of planting
environments, not the uncertainty within each environment), for simplicity we
ignore the noise from the above equation.

As will be further described below, the simulation then generates values for
each effect according to specific distribution Gi ∼ FG, Ej ∼ FE , and assumes
different structures for the G×E interactions. This experiment includes three
factors that will be set as follows:

1. Difference in main effect. These will be determined by the generated G
effects for each genotype.

2. Similarity in interactions. These are generated as one of three types: a) same
in all environments, b) very good in good environments, neutral in others,
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Table 2 Thirty simulated genotypes. A set of
three genotypes has identical main genetic
effect (G), but each of those three has a
different G× E structure.

Name Main Effect (G) G×E Structure

GS1.44 1.44 Stable
GA1.44 1.44 Adaptive
GV1.44 1.44 Variable

GS1.39 1.39 Stable
GA1.39 1.39 Adaptive
GV1.39 1.39 Variable

GS1.13 1.13 Stable
GA1.13 1.13 Adaptive
GV1.13 1.13 Variable

GS0.81 0.81 Stable
GA0.81 0.81 Adaptive
GV0.81 0.81 Variable

GS0.09 0.09 Stable
GA0.09 0.09 Adaptive
GV0.09 0.09 Variable

GS0.39 -0.39 Stable
GA0.39 -0.39 Adaptive
GV0.39 -0.39 Variable

GS0.52 -0.52 Stable
GA0.52 -0.52 Adaptive
GV0.52 -0.52 Variable

GS0.66 -0.66 Stable
GA0.66 -0.66 Adaptive
GV0.66 -0.66 Variable

GS1.23 -1.23 Stable
GA1.23 -1.23 Adaptive
GV1.23 -1.23 Variable

GS1.29 -1.29 Stable
GA1.29 -1.29 Adaptive
GV1.29 -1.29 Variable

c) very good in good environments and very poor in poor environments.
The sum of the G×E effects is kept as constant.

3. Magnitude of interactions. We consider a set the average magnitude of the
G×E effects as half or double to the average magnitude of the main G effect.

Following the above description, after generating a mean genotype effect,
we generate three genotypes with three different G×E structures. The first is
completely stable. i.e., has it has the same G×E effects over all environments.
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Table 3 Planting locations and years.

Year TX TGA GGA SC MS NC TN VA KS NY OR WA ID MT

1987 X X X X X X X X X

1988 X X X X X X X X X

1988 X X X X X X X X X

The second might be considered adaptive, i.e., takes advantage of good envi-
ronments and performs very well in those environments. Finally, the third one
is highly variable, with both very good and very poor performance based on
the E effect. All three types have a exact same mean phenotype if we observe
all of m environments, while their distributions are different.Therefore, with
any subset of the m environments, the mean phenotypic response would also
be different. Furthermore, for each set of genotypes, we consider uniform dis-
tribution of [−1.5, 1.5] for FG and uniform distribution of [−10, 10] for FE . As
explained, G×E distributions derive from G and E effects based on their struc-
tures. To cover every aspect, we consider different magnitude of G×E with
different fractions of environments to explore how different are the comparisons
based on different contributing factors.

The simulated data generated by this procedure consists of 30 different
genotypes with three different G×E interaction effects and 100 environments.
For each three set of genotypes, genetic main effects are identical, that is, we
have 10 distinct genetic effects. The description of the simulated genotypes is
shown in Table 2.

3.2 Rapeseed Data

The intend of the simulated data is to study general features that determine
when the proposed probabilistic selection differs from mean-based selection.
For a more realistic example of those differences we analyse data obtained from
a rapeseed multi-environmental trials that has been described by [16, 17]. We
obtained the data via the agridat R package [18], which provides a convenient
collection of agricultural data for testing new methods.

This data includes 648 observations of six cultivars planted in fourteen
locations across three years (1987-89). The locations represent thirteen differ-
ent states in the USA (TX, GA, SC, MS, NC, TN, VA, KS, NY, OR, WA,
ID and MT) with two locations in Georgia (TGA = Tifton, GGA = Griffin).
Some locations are planted all three years, whereas others may only have been
planted for one or two years for a total of 27 environments (see Table 3). Table
4 summarizes the mean and variance of the yield for each cultivar.

This data was selected to illustrate the new method because based on the
original analysis there are intuitive reasons to believe that a probabilistic com-
parison will yield different results than mean-based comparison. For example,
from previous results [16, 17] it is known that the cultivar with the high-
est mean yield (Bienvenu) also has the worst stability, whereas the cultivar
with the second highest mean (Glacier) is also the most stable according to
multiple measures. Furthermore, two of the high-yielding cultivars, Bienvenu
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Table 4 Yield summary by cultivar
in the rapeseed data.

Cultivar Mean Variance

Bienvenu 2.49 1̇03 3.19 1̇06

Glacier 2.48 1̇03 2.31 1̇06

Bridger 2.37 1̇03 1.62 1̇06

Cascade 2.32 1̇03 2.21 1̇06

Jet Neuf 2.28 1̇03 2.38 1̇06

Dwarf 2.27 1̇03 2.77 1̇06

and Bridger, have large G×E effects but in different directions (preferences
for different environments). Finally, the stable high-performer (Glacier) per-
forms poorly in the warmest locations, so performance will depend on the
target environments. We should expect the probabilistic approach to correctly
account for such G×E structure differences. The expectation is thus not for
new insights for this data that has already been studied carefully; but rather to
demonstrate that the probabilistic comparison can combine in a single measure
what otherwise would require multiple measures. This data also has relatively
many environments observed and only 15 pairwise comparisons to be evalu-
ated, implying that it is reasonable to obtain good estimates of the pairwise
probabilities.

4 Results

4.1 Simulated Data

We start by looking at the estimated probabilities of one genotype being supe-
rior to another genotype. The results are displayed in Fig. 2 and demonstrate
how the probabilities of one genotype being better than another depends on
the genetic main effect differences and the differences in G×E structures. All
plots in Fig. 2 are showing the comparison among the genotype with better
main G main effect with respect to the other genotype in the pair; that is,
if the genotype with the better main effect was always selected then all the
numbers in the heatmaps in Fig. 2 would be larger than half. Furthermore,
the genotypes are ordered according to their main effects with the one with
the best mean yield being furthest to the right.

First note that if the G×E structure does not differ, then the probabilities
are all either zero or one, that is there is no ambiguity. The three plots on the
left in Figure 2 compares pairs with identical G×E structure. In those cases, the
probability that the genotype with the higher mean is better is always one, even
if the difference in the means is very small. On the other hand, when comparing
genotypes that differ with respect to their interactions to environments, the
likelihood of one genotype being better than the other genotype gets smaller
as their genetic effects (yield similarity) get apart from each other. This trend
is consistent in all three plots shown on the right hand side of Fig. 2 and
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Fig. 2 Heat maps showing probabilistic comparison of genotypes pairs where the G×E
structure is stable vs stable (top-left), stable vs adaptive (top-right), adaptive vs adaptive
(middle-left), adaptive vs variable (middle-right), variable vs variable (bottom-left), and
variable vs stable (bottom-right). Genotypes are ordered according to main effects.

the bigger the genetic difference, the more certain the comparison gets, that
is, the probabilities converge to one as the difference in main effect becomes
larger. A more subtle observation is that absolute certainty (probability equal
one) is observed when comparing adaptive genotypes to stable and variable
genotypes, while it is not observed in comparison of two other structures. The
reason may be that adaptive genotypes never exhibit very poor performance
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as they take advantage of good environments; therefore, when the difference
is large enough, the comparison becomes certain at a fast rate.

It can be further observed from Fig. 2 that perfectly stable genotype is
always selected over the adaptive and variable genotypes when the G main
effect is bigger, even if they are very close; that is, for the plots in the top and
bottom rows the probabilities are always greater than 1

2
for all pair-wise com-

parisons. On the other hand, the comparison among highly variable genotypes
and adaptive ones is more complicated. Even though adaptive genotypes are
more stable than the corresponding highly variable genotype, it does not auto-
matically imply that it will be preferred. The reasons for this may be complex
and depend both on the G×E structure and the distribution of environments
in the target environments. The highly variable genotype will be worse in poor
environments and better in very good environments, but if the distribution of
environments is such that very good environments are likely and very poor
environments are unlikely then the highly variable genotype may be better
than the adaptive one even though it is is less stable. This is reflected in the
results reported in Figure 2. This illustrates the complexity of the the process
and how the probabilistic comparison incorporates both the G×E structure
and the distribution of environments.
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Fig. 3 Mean and probabilistic comparison match/mismatch for stable genotypes and three
levels of the magnitude of G×E interactions (50, 100 and 200). The red dots indicate pairs
where the genotype with the better mean is not the genotype that is more likely to perform
better.

We have observed that the genotype with the better mean is not always the
genotype that is more likely to perform better, given the different G×E struc-
ture of the pair of genotypes, as well as the distribution of the environmental
effects in the target environments. We now further explore whether decisions
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made using the new probabilistic approach characterized by Equation (4) are
different than decisions made using the traditional mean approach character-
ized by Equation (2), that is, is SProb = SMean? And if yes, what circumstances
lead to such differences? Thus, we look at the fraction of pair-wise comparisons
that are different as a function of both the mean yield difference and difference
in G×E structure. For further insights, we calculate the results of probabilis-
tic comparisons when the average G×E magnitude is either reduced by half
or doubled. Fig. 3 illustrates the cases where the results of two methods dif-
fer or are the same with respect to their difference in yield for different G×E
structures and magnitudes. As it can be seen, when comparing two perfectly
stable genotypes, the comparison between two stable genotypes is always be
the same independent of the magnitude of the G×E interaction effects. On the
other hand, when the interaction structures differ the two methods may result
in different results. This is especially true when the genotypes are close and
the fraction of disagreements increases when the G×E magnitude increases.

The results reported in this section demonstrates that comparing geno-
types using means does not always equate to selecting the genotype that is
most likely to perform better. When the difference in main effects is large or
the two genotypes have the same G×E structure then the genotype with the
better mean is also the one that is more likely to perform better across the
target environments. However, in cases where the means are closer and the
G×E structure differs, this may not be the case and indeed in such cases the
simulated data experiments show that in some cases the majority of pair-wise
comparisons differ in these two criteria. These differences also depend on the
magnitude of the G×E effects and the specific subsets of environments that
are observed. The proposed probabilistic comparison incorporates all of those
factors in order to identify the genotype that is more likely to perform better
across the environments.

4.2 Rapeseed Data

The probabilistic comparison of the six rapeseed cultivars across all locations
and years is shown in Fig. 4. We first observe that Glacier is expected to win
against all of the other cultivars, and would hence rank highest according to
a probabilistic ranking. In particular, it has an estimated 59% win probability
against both of the other high performers (Bridger and Bienvenu). Previous
reported results from an AMMI model show that both Bridger and Bienvenu
have strong interaction effects with the environment whereas the Glacier cul-
tivar had the least interaction effects; and other stability measures show that
Glacier is the most stable cultivar, whereas Bridger and Bienvenu are the least
stable [16, 17]. This appears to be a likely explanation for why the proba-
bilistic ranking of Glacier is better than its mean ranking. In other words, by
simultaneously accounting for the the mean performance, the G×E interac-
tion effects and the type of environments, the probabilistic approach concludes
that Glacier is the preferred cultivar across this set of test environments.
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Fig. 4 Heat maps showing probabilistic comparison of rapeseed cultivar pairs across all
environments. Cultivars are ordered according to main effects. The figure shows the winning
probability of the cultivar on the x-axis over the cultivar on the y-axis.

Table 5 Rapeseeds’ ranks based on probabilistic and some traditional ranking methods.

Ranking Method

Probabilistic Mean Shukla’s Kang’s Superiority Index
Cultivar Rank Yield Variance Rank-Sum All Fav. Unfav.

Glacier 1 2 1 1 2 2 3
Bridger 2 3 5 3 5 6 1
Bienvenu 3 1 6 2 1 1 4
Cascade 4 4 4 3 3 4 2
Jet 5 5 3 3 6 5 5
Dwarf 6 6 2 3 4 3 6

Of course there are other approaches that combine mean and stability, and
a classic approach is Kang’s rank-sum [14] that adds the mean-rank and the
rank according to Shukla’s variance [19]. Table 5 compares the probabilistic
rank, mean rank and Kang’s rank-sum. We observe that Kang’s rank-sum also
captures Glacier as the preferred cultivar but it ranks Bienvenue second and
then has a four-way tie for third. This tie reflects the lack of granularity that
occurs when combining rank versus the original metrics. Table 5 also includes a
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comparison with the superiority index of Lin and Binns [20], which is interest-
ing for comparison as it can be calculated for all environments, only favorable
environments and only unfavorable environments. The superiority index ranks
either Bridger or Bienvenu as first. However, it interesting that only Glacier is
in the top three for all three variants; whereas Bridger is worst for favorable
environments and Bienvenu is poor for unfavorable environments. The more
consistent ranking of Glacier appears to be reflected in its probabilistic rank.

As noted in the simulated data experiments, typically difference between
the mean-based and probabilistic comparison occur when the differences in
main effects are close. Table 4 shows those mean differences for the rape-
seed cultivars. We note as before that the Bienvenu cultivar ranks the highest
based on mean yield, followed closely by the Glacier cultivar (2487.95 and
2481.78 kg/ha). Given those close mean yield values and the superior stabil-
ity of Glacier, it is not surprising given the results for the simulated data that
the probabilistic analysis ranks Glacier ahead of Bienvenu. However, differ-
ences can also occur when the mean differences are larger. The cultivar that
is third according to mean yield rank (Bridger) also ranks above Bienvenu
according to the probabilistic analysis. The mean yield of Bridger is almost
118 kilograms smaller than Bienvenue and only 101 kilograms more than the
Dwarf cultivar that has the smallest yield. Furthermore, both cultivars have
large G×E effects [17]. Nonetheless, the probabilistic comparison shows that
Bridger is more likely to perform better than Bienvenue across these environ-
ments, demonstrating that the explanation for the mean versus probabilistic
comparison differences may be complex. This conclusion also disagrees with
Kang’s rank-sum, which is heavily influenced by the mean comparison and
hence has Bienvenu ranked second and Bridger in a four-way tie for third. A
hint for why Bridger is more likely to perform better may be found by noting it
is ranked first according to the superiority index in unfavorable environments,
but the probabilistic comparison reached this conclusion without the need to
look at multiple measures and weighting their importance.

To illustrate how the probabilistic approach incorporates the specific target
environments of interest, Fig. 5 shows the pairwise comparison probabilities
for two subsets of environments: a) locations in the south (TX, GA, SC, MS,
NC and TN) for all years, and b) locations in the northwest (OR, WA, ID and
MT)) for all years. We observed that as the target locations change as do the
pairwise probabilities and any resulting probabilistic ranking. As expected the
probabilistic comparison reflects the set of environments, both in terms of the
distribution of the target environments and the interaction of cultivars with
those environments.

5 Conclusions

Experimental genotypes are frequently compared according to mean pheno-
typic response, and such comparison is then used as the basis of further
decision-making. This paper introduces a new method to compare genotypes,
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Fig. 5 Heat maps showing probabilistic comparison of rapeseed cultivar pairs across two
subsets of environments - southern locations (left) and northwestern locations (right). Cul-
tivars are ordered according to main effects. The figure shows the winning probability of the
cultivar on the x-axis over the cultivar on the y-axis.

namely to estimate and select genotypes based on which genotype is most likely
to perform better across a set of environments. We further evaluate how often
this differs from mean-based selection, and evaluate the underlying reasons for
why the genotype with the better mean is not always most likely to perform
best. The probabilistic approach accounts for both mean and G×E interac-
tions and thus incorporates both main effects and in some sense the stability
and adaptability of the genotypes. However, the probability estimates account
for not only the uncertainty that stems from the selection of planting locations
but also the distribution of locations in which they have been planted.

Results from simulated data demonstrate that when the difference in main
effects is large or the two genotypes have the same G×E structure then the
genotype with the better mean is also the one that is more likely to perform
better across the target environments. However, these cases are likely to be
considered straightforward in practice as any selection approach is likely to
result in the same decision. It is in the more difficult cases where the results
show that the probabilistic and mean-based approaches differ. Specifically,
when the means are close, the G×E structure differs, and the magnitude of the
G×E effects is large relative to the main effects, then the majority of pairwise
comparisons may differ.

Results from previously analyzed rapeseed data indicate that the prob-
abilistic method effectively captures comparative information about the cul-
tivars, which may be only partially captured using multiple measures using
prior approaches. By incorporating the main effects, the G×E effects, and the
distribution of the environmental effects for the target environments into a
single probability, the probabilistic method provides a new way to identify
the cultivar that is more likely to perform better across each set of target
environments.
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